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Geology and Morphostructural
Evolution of Piton de la Fournaise
Laurent Michon, Jean-François Lénat, Patrick Bachèlery
and Andrea Di Muro
Abstract
The morphology of Piton de la Fournaise volcano results from the
succession of construction, destruction and deformation processes that
occured since at least 530 ka. The chaotic surface of the gently dipping
submarineﬂanks indicates that volcaniclastic deposits related to massive
ﬂank landslides and erosion cover most of the submarineﬂanks. Only a
few seamounts like Cône Elianne and the submarine continuation of the
rift zones are built by lavaﬂows. In the subaerial domain, Piton de la
Fournaise exhibits deeply incised canyons evidencing intense erosion and
eastward verging scarps whose origin is stil controversial. The diferent
interpretations invokingﬂank landslides and/or summit colapse calderas
are summarized. Geological data indicate a twofold construction of Piton
de la Fournaise. Between 530 and 60 kyrs, the volcanic centre located in
the curent Plaine des Sables led to the building of the western part of the
massif. The volcanic centre migrated eastwards to its curent location,
possibly at 60–40 kyrs. Then Piton de la Fournaise experienced caldera
colapses and recurent phreatomagmatic eruptions especialy between
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4880 and 2340 yr BP as evidenced by the Belecombe ash deposit. Most
of the recent volcanic activity is now curently focused restricted inside
the Enclos Fouquécaldera where lavaﬂow accumulation and rare
explosive events built the 400-m-high Central Cone.
4.1 Introduction
The morphology of volcanoes results from con-
struction, destruction and deformation processes
that interact during their evolution (e.g., Moore
1964; Moore and Mark1992; Merle and Borgia
1996; Rowland and Garbeil2000). Thus the
analysis of the morphology alows the identiﬁca-
tion of structures whose development is related to
internal processes and/or to a speciﬁc eruption
history (e.g., Tort and Finizola2005). At Piton de
la Fournaise, the succession of construction and
dismantling phases (i.e., erosion and landslide) led
to the development of a complex morphology
(e.g., Bachèlery1981; Rowland and Garbeil
2000). One of the most striking features is the E-W
elongated horseshoe-shaped structure in which
the curently active Central Cone developed
(Fig.4.1). This structure is composed, from west
to east, by the Enclos Fouquédepression, the
Grandes Pentes (upper volcanoﬂank), and the
Grand Brûlé(lower volcanoﬂank) and is bounded
by 100- to 200-m-high subvertical escarpments,
the Bois Blanc, Belecombe and Tremblet clifs in
the north, west and south, respectively. The for-
mation of the U-shaped structure is one the
greatest scientiﬁc controversies on Piton de la
Fournaise. Thus, the present study aims at
Fig. 4.1Morphology of






characterized by slopes <5°
on average
describing the submarine and subaerial mor-
phologies of Piton de la Fournaise and to present
the diferent interpretations, which have been
published to explain the development of the main
volcano-tectonic structures.
4.2 Morphology
The whole volcanic complex of La Réunion is a
large cone of about 51,500 km3, from the sea
ﬂoor (about 4200 m below sea level) to the
summit of the dormant Piton des Neiges volcano
(3070 m above sea level). The morphology of the
very large submarine base (volcano diameter of
about 210 km) is wel known since the FOR-
EVER and ERODER oceanographic cruises in
2006 (Fig.4.1; Saint-Ange et al.2011,2013;Le
Friant et al.2011; Sisavath et al.2011,2012;
Babonneau et al.2013). Submarineﬂanks have
relatively gentle slopes ranging between 2°and
5°on average (Fig.4.1; Saint-Ange et al.2011;
Lénat, Chap.3). This morphology of the sub-
marine slopes of La Réunion clearly difers with
that observed in Hawai (Big Island and Lo’ihi
for instance), where the submarineﬂanks are
much steeper than those of La Réunion (10 to
15°; Malahof1987; Bachèlery and Vileneuve
2013). In Hawai, the slopes are widely con-
structed by lava-ﬂows, mainly along the rift
zones, and the destabilization products are
restricted to wel-deﬁned structures. Conversely,
in La Réunion, products ofﬂank destabilization
and erosion are widely distributed on the sub-
marine slopes (Gailer and Lénat 2010;
Saint-Ange et al.2013). These deposits are
related to slow deformation (spreading) and rapid
mass movements (debris avalanches, or sediment
transfer by shalow landsliding and turbidity
curents; Oehler et al.2008; Le Friant et al.
2011). Only a few portions of the submarine
ﬂanks of Piton de la Fournaise are directly built
by lava-ﬂows. The importance of remobilization
processes on La Réunion island results in a
widespread extension of volcaniclastic products
(Babonneau et al.2016, Chap. 6) and a very wide
submarine base of the volcanic ediﬁce compared
to thesize of the island itself; the subaerial part of
the ediﬁce representing only 4 % of the total
volume.
Among volcaniclastic deposits, large volume
of debris avalanche deposits (Fig.4.2; Oehler
et al.2004;Lénat et al.2009; Le Friant et al.
2011; Saint-Ange et al.2013) have been identi-
ﬁed on the submarineﬂanks of Piton de la
Fournaise. They have been identiﬁed from their
chaotic morphology, acoustic facies on
backscater imagery, seismic reﬂexion proﬁles,
deep-water pictures and dredging. These deposits
reveal the occurence of old largeﬂank colapse
events Piton de la Fournaise. Some K/Ar ages of
subaerial lavaﬂows dredged on the submarine
eastﬂank of Piton de la Fournaise (Lénat et al.
2009) suggest a mainﬂank landslide about
40–60 ka, which could be corelated with the
development of the Plaine des Sables scarp
(Oehler et al.2008).
Submarine debris avalanche deposits are cut
by several canyons and depressions, like Chenal
Vincent, edged with abrupt wals (Fig.4.2). In
the valeyﬂoors of these depressions, the vol-
caniclastic sedimentation testiﬁes to sedimentary
processes that are mainly dominated by erosion
and sediment transport due to coastal and sub-
marine gravity instabilities (Cochonat et al.1990;
Olier et al. 1998; Saint-Ange et al.2013;
Babonneau et al. 2016, Chap. 6). Furows,
scours, sediment waves, curent ripples and a
wide range of gravityﬂows are identiﬁed, sug-
gesting a high sediment supply. South of Piton de
la Fournaise, in the continuation of the Rivière
des Remparts and Rivière Langevin (Fig.4.2),
recurent gravity events and efﬁcient (fast?)
sediment transfer related toﬂashﬂoods result
intoturbiditycurents incising progressively
deeper submarine canyons across the upper slope
and forming deep-sea fans composed by turbidite
deposits (see Babonneau et al.2016, Chap. 6 and
references herein).
As previously indicated, the portions of the
submarineﬂanks built by lava-ﬂows accumula-
tions are fairly rare. They essentialy corespond
to the submarine extensions of the subaerial NE
and SE rift zones (Fig.4.2). The smooth surface
that characterizes the shalowest part (from sea
Fig. 4.2Morphology of Piton de la Fournaise volcano.
Subaerial (black) and submarine (white) contour lines
every 200 m. The subaerial part of the ediﬁce shows a
“overturned soup plate”geometry.CCCentral Cone.PFP
Piton de Fourche plateau.REPRivière de l’Est plateau
level to 1800 m deep) of the NE rift zone sub-
marine extension is in a good morphologic con-
tinuity with the subaerial slopes. However, the
incision of deepest relief together with two dat-
ings at 3.34±0.07 and 3.77±0.08 Ma obtained
on pilow lavas dredged 1400 and 2100 m depth
on this area (Smietana2011) clearly indicate that
the NE rift zone is built on an older ediﬁce,
probably Les Alizés volcano (Lénat et al.2001a;
Lénat, Chap.3).
In addition, several large volcanic cones have
been identiﬁed between 1500 and 2500 m below
sea level. Cône Elianne, on the south submarine
ﬂank, stands out because of its height (about
700 m; Fig.4.2). In comparison with the today’s
summit cone of Piton de la Fournaise volcano,
Cône Elianne is twice larger. TOBI acoustic
imagery alows to clearly identiﬁed lavaﬂows on
the southernﬂank of this cone (Fig.4.3). Thus,
Cône Elianne was probably built by the accu-
mulation of several eruptive phases. Samples of
alkali basalt, with a Th–U age estimated between
70 and 105 ka, were dredged on the western
ﬂank of this cone during the FOURNAISE
2 cruise (Lénat et al.2009). Smietana (2011)
obtained a K–Ar age of 127±8 ka on the same
sample.
In the subaerial domain, Piton de la Fournaise
reaches a maximum elevation of 2630 m above
sea level at the summit of the Central Cone that
built in the Enclos Fouquécaldera (Fig.4.2). The
massif is characterized by three main morpho-
logical features (Fig.4.2): (1) Theﬂanks, which
are continuous from the summit to the sea in the
North, in the East and in the South, whereas the
westernﬂank is butressed by the Piton des Neiges
ediﬁce (2), very deeply incised valeys, which
dissect the western oldest part of the ediﬁce and
(3) two asymmetric caldera clifs, the Plaine des
Sables caldera and the Enclos Fouquécaldera,
boundedby up to 100-m-high escarpments
(Michon and Saint-Ange2008;Lénat et al.2012).
Theﬂanks of Piton de la Fournaise are char-
acterized by distinct slope domains, from the
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.3Cône Elianne on the southern submarineﬂank of
Piton de la Fournaise (see Fig.4.2for location).aShaded
bathymetry from ERODER1 oceanic survey. Contour
lines every 100 m.bBackscater acoustic imagery from
ERODER1 survey (upper part) and TOBI side-scan sonar
(lower part—ERODER3 data). Representation of TOBI
images on the backscater map requires the inversion of their
reﬂectivity scale. High reﬂectivity facies (black)areassumed
to be formed by more heterogeneous coarse products than
those shown by low reﬂectivity (white). Cône Elianne’s
summit reaches the depth of 800 m bsl and its base diameter
is approximately 3000 m. Chaotic lavaﬂows are clearly
visible on the TOBI acoustic imagery. Pilow-lavas dated at
127±8 ka (see text) were dredged on the northernﬂank of
Cône Elianne during the FOURNAISE 2 cruise (Lénat
et al.2009). Contour lines every 200 m
coast to the summit (Fig.4.2; Rowland and
Garbeil2000; Michon and Saint-Ange2008). At
low elevations, the slope value range between 8°
and 15°, coresponding to typical values for
subaerial slopes of basaltic oceanic volcanoes
(Mark and Moore1987;Hürlimann et al.2004).
At higher elevations, the topography of the
southern, eastern and northernﬂanks is charac-
terized by steep slope zones ranging between 20°
and 35°, while the summit shows slopes between
2°and 8°, if the escarpments and the active cone
are disregarded. Such a slope distribution is
strikingly similar to what is observed on Fer-
nandina, Wolf, and Cero Azul volcanoes in the
western Galapagos archipelago (Rowland1996;
Rowland and Garbeil 2000) and remarkably
difer from Hawaian volcanoes where subaerial
slopes do not exceed 15°(Bachèlery and
Vileneuve2013). In contrast, this slope distri-
bution is not observed on the westernﬂank of
Piton de la Fournaise where the ediﬁce is but-
tressed by Piton des Neiges (Fig.4.2). The
resulting morphology is characterized by a
geometry resembling an“overturned soup plate”.
The western part of Piton de la Fournaise is
cut by deep valeys that incised the oldest parts
of the volcano. The Rivière des Remparts,
Rivière Langevin, Rivière de l’Est and Rivière
Basse Valé́e have been sculptured by a com-
plex interaction of erosion, volcanism and tec-
tonics (Merle et al.2010). As frequently
observed in La Réunion, the valeys become
wider upstream. They are bounded by steep
wals, which experience repeated colapses
yielding an upstream recession. The destabi-
lization products are subsequently transported
by torential river, whichﬂoods in during
tropical cyclones (Garcin et al. 2005;
Saint-Ange et al.2011). Plaine des Palmistes, in
the northwestﬂankof Piton de la Fournaise, is
acomplex and wide area, with a depression
open to the sea edged by steep scarps and
partialyﬁled in by young lavaﬂows. The
curent morphology of Plaine des Palmistes
reveals the prevalence of erosion in its shaping.
4.3 Volcano-Tectonic Structures
4.3.1 Colapse Structures
Several colapse-related structures can be identi-
ﬁed in the morphology of Piton de la Fournaise
massif. Al of them have been interpreted either
as the scar of huge landslides or the scarps of
colapse calderas (Bachèlery1981; Chevalier
and Bachèlery1981; Dufﬁeld et al.1982;Lénat
et al.1989; Labazuy1996; Merle and Lénat
2003; Oehler et al.2004,2008; Michon and
Saint-Ange2008). The youngest one core-
sponds to the poly-lobate Enclos Fouquécaldera,
which is opened in the east and connected to the
Grand Brûlédepression (Fig.4.4). The U-shaped
structure of the easternﬂank is bounded by the
Tremblet and Bois Blanc scarps in the South and
the North, respectively. The horseshoe-shaped
geometry was interpreted as the result of a huge
ﬂank landslide (Fig.4.4a; Dufﬁeld et al.1982;
Lénat et al.1989; Labazuy1996; Oehler et al.
2004,2008). This interpretation contrasts with
the pioneer one of Bachèlery (1981) in which the
Enclos Fouquécaldera results from coalescent
caldera colapses and the Grandes Pentes core-
spond to the head of an eastwards directedﬂank
landslide (Fig.4.4b). Two additional interpreta-
tions invoking a causal relationship between the
Grand Brûlé/Grandes Pentes and the Enclos
Fouquécaldera were more recently proposed
(Merle and Lénat2003; Michon and Saint-Ange
2008). In both models the Enclos Fouquécaldera
isinterpreted as an hydrothermal colapse caldera
triggered by the lateral deformation of the
hydrothermal system caused by the landslide
(Fig.4.4c; Merle and Lénat2003) or the vertical
colapse (Fig.4.4d; Michon and Saint-Ange
2008) of the Grand Brûlé.
Another larger structure, the Plaine des Sables
limited by a north-south trending scarp, is wel
developed west of the Enclos Fouqué(Fig.4.5).
This structure would result from a vertical col-
lapse of the ediﬁce (Fig.4.5a; Bachèlery1981), a





Fig. 4.4Interpretations of the formation of the U-shaped
structure composed of the Enclos Fouqué, the Grandes
Pentes and the Grand Brûléareas.aDufﬁeld et al. (1982),
Gilot et al. (1994), Labazuy (1996), Oelher et al. (2004,
2008).bBachèlery (1981).cMerle and Lénat (2003).
dMichon and Saint-Ange (2008)
Dufﬁeld et al.1982; Gilot et al.1994; Oehler
et al.2004,2008), or the deformation of the
hydrothermal system in a way similar to the one
proposed for the Enclos Fouqué(Fig.4.5d; Merle
and Lénat2003). The massive debris avalanche
deposits on the submarineﬂank containing
blocks dated between 110 and 45 ka suggests
that a large volcano destabilization is compatible
with the development of the Plaine des Sables
scarp (Labazuy1996).
Geological data suggest the occurence of
older colapse structures related to the Ancient
Piton de la Fournaise, i.e. older than 60 ka.
However, except for the Morne Langevin caldera
whose western limit is wel deﬁned, the exis-
tence, the type (vertical or lateral colapses) and
the limits of the other structures are stil poorly
constrained (Oehler et al.2008; Merle et al.
2010). The atypical orientation of the Rivière des
Remparts canyon, almost concentric instead of
radial to the volcano’s summit, would have been
controled by an initial landslide (Dufﬁeld et al.
1982; Gilot et al.1994; Merle et al.2010). After
this event whose age is estimated at about 290 ka
ago, the Ancient Piton de la Fournaise would
have experienced two successive caldera col-
lapses at*250 ka and*150 ka, coresponding
to the Rivière des Remparts and Morne Langevin
calderas, respectively (Bachèlery and Mairine
1990; Merle et al.2010).
4.3.2 Rift Zones
On ocean basaltic volcanoes, magma transfer at
shalow levels generaly occurs along preferential
intrusion paths named rift zones (e.g. MacDonald
1972). At the surface, volcanic rift zones are
outlined by a concentration of pyroclastic cones
and eruptiveﬁssures that results from their
overal history of activity. At depth, their exis-
tence is indicated by dense networks of subver-
tical intrusions (Walker1986).
The distribution of the cinder cones built on
the massif of Piton de la Fournaise suggests the
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 4.5Origin of the
main volcano-tectonic
structure of Piton de la
Fournaise.aSummit
colapse calderas and
landslide of the lower
easternﬂank (Bachèlery
1981).bSuccessive huge
landslides (Dufﬁeld et al.
1982; Gilot et al.1994).
cSuccessive huge
landslides (Oehler et al.
2004,2008).dSummit
colapse calderas and
landslides (Merle and Lénat




occurence of two NE and SE rift zones (Fig.4.2)
and a NW-SE rift zone located between the
Enclos Fouquécaldera and the summit of the
Piton des Neiges inactive volcano (Bachèlery
1981; Chevalier and Bachèlery1981; Vil-
leneuve and Bachèlery2006; Michon et al.2016,
this book for a review). The NE and SE rift zones
are characterized by a smooth convex surface.
Unlike the rift zones of the volcanoes of Hawai,
the average eruption frequency of Piton de la
Fournaise rift zone is low for the historical period
(post 1638 CE), with about one eruption every
50 years. This rate is even lower for the NW-SE
rift zone for which radiocarbon data suggest
eruptive occurences of one event every
200 years (Morandi et al.2016, this book,
Chap. 8).
For the Ancient Piton de la Fournaise, which
mostly crops out in the deeply incised Rivière
des Remparts, Rivière Langevin and Rivière de
l’Est, dyke distribution suggests the occurence
of a SW rift zone active between 530 and 290 ka
(Mairine and Bachèlery1997). This rift zone also
named the Ilet Edouard rift zone is composed of
a dense network of dykes in the western scarp of
the Rivière des Remparts (Fig.4.2; Bachèlery
and Mairine1990).
4.4 Geological Evolution
After the pioneering works of Bachèlery (1981)
and Chevalier and Bachèlery (1981) at the
beginning of the 1980’s, the old part of the
massif has been studied by Bachèlery and
Mairine (1990) and Mairine and Bachèlery
(1997) and summarized by Bachèlery and Lénat
(1993) in the 1990’s. More recently, the geology
of the Piton de la Fournaise has been revisited by
Michon and Saint-Ange (2008) and Merle et al.
(2010).
4.4.1 The Ancient Piton de la
Fournaise
The oldest on-land outcrops are dated at about
530 ka (Gilot and Nativel1989) and have been
grouped into a single Pintades lava unit
(Bachèlery1981; Bachèlery and Mairine1990;
Mairine and Bachèlery1997; Merle et al.2010),
observed at the base of al lava sequences in the
deep valeys incising Piton de la Fournaise
(Rivière des Remparts, Rivière de l’Est and
Rivière Langevin). According to recent inter-
pretations (Smietana2011), thePintadeslava
unit, composed of feldspar-rich basalt to
mugearite, does not belong to the Piton de la
Fournaise series since it includes diferentiated
rocks, more alkalic in bulk composition than
typical Piton de la Fournaise lavas (Albarède
et al.1997; Luais2004). Instead, it would be
considered as the upper part of its basement,
possibly related to the old Les Alizés volcano
according to Merle et al. (2010). Yet, such an
interpretation does not take into account the
radial distribution of the dykes intruded during
this period, which suggests a volcanic centre
around the Plaine des Sables, i.e. the locus of the
ancient Piton de la Fournaise (Bachèlery and
Mairine1990). Thus, whether thePintadesunit
belongs to the Alizés volcano or coresponds to
an initial alkalic phase of Piton de la Fournaise is
stil debated. The magma composition changed at
around 400 ka when thePintadesunit was
overlain by the basalticOlivine Lavasunit (Luais
et al.2004; Merle et al.2010). The numerous
dykes cropping out in the Rivière des Remparts
and Rivière Langevin exhibit a radial distribution
similar to that of thePintadesunit, suggesting a
similar location of the volcanic centre during both
phases. Morphological reconstructions deter-
mined from the remnant massif built during this
period, west of the Rivière des Remparts, suggest
that the ediﬁce had reached an elevation of around
2700 m asl (Gayer et al.2014). Note that Che-
valierandBachèlery (1981) proposed two coeval
volcanic centres for this old phase, one located
north of the Plaine des Sables and the other one
close to the curent location of the summit of
Piton de la Fournaise. The Ancient Piton de la
Fournaise then experienced alternating episodes
of volcanic destruction and reconstruction,
destructive episodes of the ediﬁce being charac-
terised by giant landslides and summit
caldera colapses (Merle et al.2010) (Fig.4.5).
The oldest recognized landslide occured at about
290 ka. This landslide resulted in the systematic
stripping of theOlivine Lavasunit over a large
area from the Rivière des Remparts to the Rivière
Langevin canyons. At about 250 ka, aﬁrst caldera
colapse forming the 8.5-km-wide Rivière
des Remparts caldera would have afected the
volcano (Merle et al.2010). This event was
folowed by the development of the Mahavel
volcano whose deposits corespond to (1) west
dipping interstratiﬁed scoria and lavaﬂows in the
Bras de Mahavel, tentatively interpreted as
evidencing the building of a main scoria cone at
this time (Bachèlery and Mairine1990), and (2) a
pile of regular lavaﬂows with a gentle dip toward
the south that form the base on the Grand Coude
plateau (Fig.4.2). The Mahavel volcano was then
cut at around 150 ka by the second recognised
caldera colapse of Piton de la Fournaise. Unlike
the Rivière des Remparts caldera, the western
limit of this colapse structure, named the Morne
Langevin caldera after Bachèlery and Mairine
(1990), is wel visible in the scarps of the Rivière
des Remparts (see Fig.4.4a in Merle et al.2010).
It bounds to the south and to the west the Plaine
des Remparts plateau (Fig.4.5). This caldera was
entirelyﬁled around 80–100 ka ago by a
>200-m-thick series of thick lava units that
ﬂowed over the western caldera scarps. Lava
ﬂows invaded a paleo-depression located
between the curent course of the Rivière des
Remparts and the Rivière Langevin, which was
resulting either from erosion (Bachèlery and
Mairine 1990; Mairine and Bachèlery1997)or
from a southward directed landslide (Merle et al.
2010). Whatever the origin of this depression,
geochronological dating indicates that the
Ancient Piton de la Fournaise constitutes the
basement of the modern one east of the Rivière
Basse Valée (Gilot and Nativel1989; Gilot
et al.1994) (Fig.4.2).
Finally,the evolution of the Ancient Piton de
la Fournaise indicates that after each event of
caldera colapse, the lavaﬂows remained ini-
tialy conﬁned to the caldera depression, alow-
ing deep canyons to be eroded on the external
slopes of the volcano. These canyons were later
ﬁled up when lavasﬁnaly overﬂowed the
caldera rim and were able toﬂow down the
external slopes. This excavating/inﬁling process
occured twice after the formation of the Rivière
des Remparts and Morne Langevin calderas
(Merle et al.2010).
4.4.2 The Recent Shield of Piton de la
Fournaise
For the Recent Shield, the main eruptive centre
was located at the same place of the today’s
Central Cone, but Letourneur et al. (2008) suggest
the possibility of the occurence of an intermediate
location before activity atained the present one.
The age of the eastward migration of the eruptive
centre remains controversial, as no decisive
arguments have been found for an indisputable
chronology (Merle et al.2010). Bachèlery and
Mairine (1990) propose that the eastward migra-
tion could have taken place at about 150 ka,
concurently with the formation of the Morne
Langevin caldera. A second possibility is that it
occured after the Plaine des Sables caldera
formed at about 65 and/or 40 ka (Bachèlery and
Mairine 1990; Gilot and Nativel1989; Merle
et al.2010; Staudacher and Alègre1993).
A new ediﬁce built east of the ancient vol-
canic centre after the colapse of the Plaine des
Sables. The formation of the most recent
8 km-wide caldera, termed the Enclos Fouqué
caldera, stopped its activity. This event marked
the most recent major volcano-tectonic event in
the history of Piton de la Fournaise whose timing
and dynamics remains unclear (see discussion in
Sect.4.3.1). Caldera formation has been initialy
associated with the emplacement of the Bele-
combe Ash Member, a sequence of ash deposits
cropping along the western area of the Enclos
Fouquécaldera (Bachèlery1981; Mohamed-
Abchir 1996; Ort et al.2014). An age of
4745±130 yr BP is usualy assumed as an older
limit for this caldera colapse event and the
beginning of the Belecombe paroxysmal explo-
sive events (Mohamed-Abchir1996; Staudacher
and Alègre1993). This age coresponds to a
radiocarbon dating of the uppermost lavaﬂows
of the Belecombe scarp (Bachèlery1981).
Two ages are available for the lowermost ashes
of the Belecombe sequence, one in a guly inside
the Plaine des Sables (4175±145 yr BP;
Mohamed-Abchir 1996) and another on the
Langevin clif (4880±35 yr BP; Morandi et al.
2016, this book, Chap. 8). This age range is
broadly consistent with that provided by cos-
mogenic dating, which indicate ages older than
3340±1012 yr for the lavaﬂows constituting the
lavas topping the western rim of Enclos Fouqué
caldera (Staudacher and Alègre1993). However,
the recent reappraisal of the existing radiocarbon
data, enriched by new dating, suggests that Bel-
lecombe ashes groups several explosive events,
whose age ranges between 4880±35 yr BP and
2340±30 yr BP (Morandi et al.2016, this book,
Chap. 8).
Whatever the origin and the age of the
depression formed by the Grandes Pentes and the
Grand Brûlé, the U-shaped structure bounds
most of the recent volcanic activity (Vileneuve
and Bachèlery2006; Michon et al.2013) and
plays a key role in the curent sedimentation on
the submarine slopes (Olier et al.1998;
Saint-Ange et al.2013).
The concentration of volcanic activity in the
upper part of the caldera led to the construction
of the 400-m-high steep Central Cone inside the
Enclos Fouqué(Fig.4.2). Its internal structure
has been partialy exposed down to about 350 m
below the summit by the 2007 caldera colapse
(Fig.4.6). Five main types of units have been
recognized: piles of thin lavaﬂows, a few and
thin tephra beds, pit crater inﬁls, intrusive bodies
and localized hydrothermal haloes (Peltier et al.
2012; Michon et al.2013). A large portion of the
N, E and SE caldera wals exposes uniform piles
of thin lavaﬂows (Fig.4.6a). In two areas,
accumulations of thick horizontal lavaﬂows
have been interpreted as inﬁling of summit pit
craters. To the south, a 150-200-m-diameterﬁl-
led crater, initialy named Dolomieu (Bory de
Saint-Vincent1804) likely formed during the
1791 large eruption (Peltier et al.2012; Michon
et al.2013).Tothe west, a much larger pit crater,
the Pre-Bory pit crater, with an estimated diam-
eter of about 800 m, cut the pile of thin lava
ﬂows forming most of the volcano upper part
(Fig.4.6b). Its vertical extent is greater that the
200 m exposed in the wal. A dense network of
subvertical dykes, generaly less than one meter
in width, is observed in the wals of the Dolo-
mieu summit caldera, more speciﬁcaly in the N,
SW and SE scarps. The sectors of highest con-
centration of dykes corespond to the proximal
zone of the summit N25-30 and N120 rift
(Michon et al.2013,2016, this book, Chap. 7).
A recent reappraisal of historical reports
combined with new geological observations
suggests that the historical activity of the Central
Cone was characterized by a lava lake activity
centred on the curent inactive Bory crater
(Michon et al.2013). This lava lake fed the lar-
gest recent pahoehoe lavaﬁeld, the Enclos
Fouquélavaﬁeld (named CLEF in Lénat et al.
2001b), between 1733 and 1750 CE. The vol-
canic activity then shifted to the eastern part of
the volcano summit with the development of a
long-lasting summit eruption focused on the
Mamelon Central, which ended with the large
1791 explosive eruption. A new lava lake was
observed in 1841 in the eastern part of the curent
Dolomieu crater (Mailard 1862). Again, this
summit activity continued until the 1860 parox-
ysmal explosive eruption (Michon et al.2013).
Since then, Piton de la Fournaise entered a phase
of frequent, short-lived eruptions where pit crater
colapses recurently afected the Dolomieu
crater.
The 2007 caldera colapse has led several
authors (Michon et al.2007; Gailer et al.2009;
Peltier et al.2009; Staudacher et al.2009;Lénat
et al.2012) to suggest that, as a consequence of
the subsidence, a cylinder of faulted and fractured
rocks must exist between the surface and the top
of the magma reservoir. Indeed, the interpreta-
tions of the geophysical and visual observations
during the colapse converge toward a model of a
piston-like subsidence in one or several magma
pockets being emptied by a voluminous lateral
eruption. Lénat et al. (2012), noting that episodes
of colapse are recurent in the summit area in
historical times, infer that the colapse column
constitutes a major lithological heterogeneity
with a signiﬁcantly lower strength and higher
permeability than that of the surounding rocks.
4.5 Synthesis
This review on the geology and morphostructural
evolution of Piton de la Fournaise summarizes
the intense debate that exists since the 80’sto
explain the origin of the main volcano-tectonic
structures. Concerning the colapse structures,
most of the controversies are focused on the
involved processes, i.e., colapse calderas versus
lateral landslides. A second and major issue is the
timing and dynamics of caldera formation and its
link with explosive phreatomagmatic activity like
the one recorded in Belecombe ashes. Another
critical point resides in the location of the emis-
sion centre for the old alkaline series forming the
base of the Piton de la Fournaise volcano. Do
these plagioclase-rich early lavas corespond to
theﬁnal activity of the oldest volcano forming La





Fig. 4.6Inner structure of the Central Cone exposed in
the Enclos Fouquésummit caldera (modiﬁed after Michon
et al.2013). The 2007 caldera wals reveal that the central
cone is mostly built by thin lavaﬂows (a). The cone
experienced a large pit crater colapse (Pre-Bory), which
was subsequentlyﬁled by thick lava units (b).Purple
linesBoundaries of colapse structures.White lineslimits
of the main litho-stratigraphical units.Greenandyelow
linessecondary units.Pinkslide blocks and remaining
teraces.Greyscrees and talus. Selected point elevations
are shown in metres
phase of Piton de la Fournaise? Indubitably,
further works are required to potentialy answer
these issues, lateral versus vertical colapse and
shift of the magma composition, which are
shared with other volcanoes worldwide.
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